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Computational design and digital fabrication allow for novel approaches in designing and
fabricating material systems: parametric 3D modeling software let designers differentiate the
geometry of building components; computational power is invested to explore the combinatorial
potential of repetitive modules; simulation turns structural capacities, load path analysis, material
behavior and assembly processes into design drivers rather than challenges for postrationalization. In this context, material systems become context-specific and differentiated and
they are are transformed through the use of digital fabrication equipment such as laser cutters,
CNC milling machines, robots and 3d printers.
Combining computational design and digital fabrication creates a digital process chain. However,
current understanding of material systems rely on homogenous and continuous models, while
fabrication processes, despite being digitally controlled, operate in analogue and non-reversible
manners. To overcome this, we can conceive of materials as digital. This novel concept describes
materials as compositions of a set of finite discrete elements with discrete connection details [1]
[2]. Digital materials extend the above mentioned digital process chain further to the material and
its assembly, dis-assembly and re-assembly(Figure 1). Due to their discrete nature, digital
materials are therefore fully reversible. Their building blocks can be equipped with various
properties and functions that respond to architectural needs such as load bearing, climate
regulating, daylight transmission, or even information processing capabilities etc.
Within such discrete systems, topological Interlocking Assemblies (TIA) are aggregations
consisting of mutually kinematically constraining building blocks. Every block acts as a support
for, and is supported by neighboring blocks (Figure 1). A fixed boundary keeps elements in place
and enables the assembly to resist compression, tension and bending. Loads are transferred via
the force-locked interfaces of the elements. TIA can span like continuous horizontal slabs but gain
material strength through a controlled fragmentation that prevents the propagation of crack, often
observed in continuous constructions [3].

Figure 1. Left: Module structure and exemplary rule application. Right: Topological Interlocking
principle
At the DDU we explored TIA using two different approaches. The first approach uses parametric
software to generate TIA with geometrically differentiated and uniquely customized elements. In
a second approach we followed the concept of Digital Materials, designing TIA from a family of
repetitive elements.
Parametric approach
Every piece is uniquely customized according to its location in the assembly and materialized by
a 3d printer. The approach allows an extensive geometric and formal freedom. The design
process is top-down: An overall reference geometry like a surface or a volume is used as a guide
to place the elements. Their interlocking interfaces are subsequently adjusted to the geometry of
the host surface (Figure 2).
Digital Material approach
For the combinatorial exploration and the aggregation of repetitive parts we developed a PlugIn
for Rhino/Grasshopper called Wasp that combines geometric representation and abstract graph
information for individual modules. The tool aggregates components in a bottom-up and iterative
process. Designers can guide the aggregations through explicit combinatorial rules, data fields or
reference geometries (Figure 2). While the former approach uses computational power to
parametrically differentiate elements we here explore the combinatorial potential of repetitive
elements through computation. Due to their identical geometry, these elements can be
manufactured with a conventional serial approach (i.e. casting).

Figure 2. Left: An aggregation of four different elements (Design: Kevin Henkel). Right: A TIA with
3D printed mass customized elements (Design: Philipp Mecke).

While both approaches generate reversible structures, the Digital Material approach allows for
different aggregations using the same elements, while the parametric approach defines one
single position of every module with the TIA. The parametric approach gives designers more
control over the assembly and their overall form, at the cost of losing possibilities for reconfiguration and increasing production times, due to limitations of current 3D printing
procedures. On the contrary, the Digital Materials approach allows for faster production and full
re-configuration and re-use of the elements in different assemblies, but requires a more rigid
design framework and imposes limitations on design possibilities.
By exploring the range of possibilities for TIA between full customization and strict repetition of
identical units, we are able to envision a variety of reversible discrete material systems, with the
aim of bringing the editability and reversibility of digital technologies into the physical world.
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